KABLOONA
an inn, and I was housed by the grace of the Roman Catholic
missionary.
Yet Coppermine, which I had reached after seven thousand
miles of travel, was not to be my base. It was still too remote
from the regions inhabited by the Eskimos I had come to live
among. My ultimate base, the Hudson's Bay post at Gjoa
Haven, on the island called King William Land, lay seven hun-
dred miles north and east from here; and to reach it I had still
to travel — such were the fortunes of wandering in the Arctic —
twenty-one hundred miles.
A world lay ahead of me, but when and how I was to enter
that world, I did not know. As far as Coppermine, man is
master in the North. Whether on sHs or on floats, he can come
this far by 'plane. Beyond, it is Nature that is the stronger. You
may go north from here only in certain seasons, and of them all
summer is the worst. It is the season between seasons, and there
is no telling what the Glacial Ocean, through which you must
sail or over which you must fly, will be like. If the summer is
late, the sea may not have opened up yet; and your boat will
not get through the ice, the pontoons on your 'plane will not
allow you to land. The sea may be open, but then you have
still to reckon with the wind. If it is blowing up from the
south, your boat will have free passage, for it will be driving
the broken ice north. But the Arctic wind veers unpredictably,
and it may bring the ice back down and crush your boat in
mid-passage as it crushed the Bay Chimo, the MacPherson, the
Fort James.
It was one o'clock in the morning of July i5th, and I lay sleep-
less in the mission house thinking these thoughts. Through the
open door the light of the sun was streaming over my blanket.
I could hear the native children playing on the seashore, and
southward I could see through a window the brilliantly lighted
hills that rose inland. This warmth, these mosquitoes born over-
night on the still-present ice, mosquitoes that descend in clouds
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